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Welcome...
... to the May issue of the South Cowichan Life 
Magazine.

Most of us look forward to our birthday, it can be 
the best day of our year. If you’re born in May, 
you might have the greatest birthday of all. 
Here’s why it’s best to be a May child. 

May babies are the biggest and bounciest. May 
babies can be up to 7 ounces heavier than those 
born at other times of the year.

Love is in the air. The month of May is named after Maia, the Roman 
goddess of fertility. This month celebrates the blossoming buds of flowers 
as nature prepares itself for summer. Folklore is full of lusty youths and 
gentle maidens falling in love before skipping around the phallic maypole.

Lucky You. Those born in May consider themselves to be the luckiest, with 
optimism levels much higher those born at other times of the year. Optimism 
is scientifically proven to make you happier and may lead to a longer life.

Milking it in May. In Old English, May is called the ‘month of three milkings’ 
referring to a time when the cows could be milked three times a day. 

The stars are with you. According to the zodiac, people born in May are 
understanding, resolute and enthusiastic. Their physical attractiveness, 
coupled with their mental strength, makes them irresistible. So Taurus 
and Gemini should consider themselves blessed by the stars. 

Emeralds. The birth stone for May is the emerald. To the ancient Romans, 
emeralds were dedicated to the goddess Venus because ‘it symbolized the 
reproductive forces of nature.” 

Get away. If you enjoy travelling, May is a great month for bargains. Easter 
has passed and the frenzied high summer months are still in the distance, 
so travel companies work hard to get you on those short break holidays. 

So as you are all exhausted from all that dancing around maypoles, sit back, 
relax and enjoy this month’s edition of the South Cowichan Life Magazine.

Life 
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The Mill Bay Community League wants to hear from you! 
by Maureen Alexander

Since its inception in 1945 the Community League has 
strived to make Mill Bay a better community for everyone. 
An example of this is the Mill Bay Community League’s 
donation to the Francis Kelsey Breakfast/Lunch Program. 
This program includes a breakfast cart outside the main 
office for any student who needs breakfast and every day 
provides lunches for 40-60 students. While this program 
receives some funding from various sources the MBCL 
donation was very much appreciated and will make a diff-
erence to so many students every single day, just another 
way the MBCL supports the community.
Many organizations in our community depend on 
volunteers who donate their time and effort to assist 

others, often with little recog-
nition. With this in mind, each 
year the MBCL hosts a Volunteer 
Recognition and Appreciation 
BBQ, our way to say thank you 
to all those wonderful volunteers 
and their families. We invite all 
community volunteers, as well as 
any organization that has volun-

teer members, to attend the 2019 Community Volunteer 
Recognition and Appreciation BBQ.

The MBCL will also be honouring one special volunteer 
whose name will be added to our ‘Volunteer of the Year’ 
plaque. If you or your organization would like to nominate 
a candidate for this honour contact dalexander2@shaw.ca.
Please join the MBCL members as we show our appre-
ciation to all the volunteers and their families, who make 
our community such a wonderful place to live.

May 2019        Mill Bay Community League • www.mbcl.ca No. 35

Recording the News and Views of the Mill Bay Community League
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Ask a Teky
Backup Options

Not everyone has computer files 
they would miss if they were 

to suddenly vanish, but most of us 
do. Some files are easy to replace, like 
operating system files and program 
files… that’s why most backups tend to 
focus on your data: the files that can 
be difficult or impossible to replace.

Don't put all your eggs in one 
basket. Keep at least one backup copy 
of your important data files that is 
geographically disconnected from 
your originals and keep it current.

Backups are important because 
there are many ways you can lose 
data: accidental deletion, malicious 
software, hardware failure, fire, or 
theft. If you chose your method of 
backup wisely, you can effectively 
protect yourself against these 
potential pitfalls.

The biggest backup choice 
you must make is local or remote, 
although, you could do both. 
Remote (i.e. cloud) backups 
typically have a monthly/
annual cost, but they also are 
a set-it-and-forget-it solution 
because they are geographically 
disconnected, encrypted, and 
automatic.

If you choose to do local 
backups, you need to be diligent 

in those same three ways.
First, be diligent in disconnecting 

the backup so your backups don’t suffer
the same fate as your original data 
(malicious software, fire, or theft).

Second, ensure your backup is 
secure, whether through encryption 
or under lock and key. You don’t want 
a stranger to stumble upon your 
unencrypted 
backup drive.

Finally, be 
diligent in perfor-
ming backups, 
since it requires 
physically 
connecting/dis-
connecting and 
bringing out/put-
ting away from 
its geographically 

disconnected location.
I see a place for both approaches, 

as long as you have at least 2 up-to-date 
copies (original + backup) of each of 
your important data files. For those 
of you who want me to name names 
and prices:

For local backups for Windows 
users, I like SyncBackFree for backing-
up data, and Disk2VHD for backing-
up a whole computer into one file. The 
only cost is a sufficiently large backup 
flash drive or disk drive.

For local backups for Mac users, 
I like the built-in TimeMachine. 
Again, all you need is a sufficiently 
large backup drive.

For cloud backups from any 
device, I like the fully-within-Can-
ada sync.com... it is free up to 5GB, 
and very affordable beyond that.

https://www.2brightsparks.com/welcome/backup/freeware.html
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sysinternals/downloads/disk2vhd
https://support.apple.com/en-ca/HT201250
https://shareasale.com/r.cfm?b=691670&u=1936886&m=57377&urllink=sync.com&afftrack=
http://teky.ca
http://feistyferdy.ca
http://sync.com
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Cat Column
Cats Need Healing Touch Too, Part 1

Healing Touch…the term is used abundantly by 
massage therapists and healing practitioners alike. 

What exactly is “healing touch?”
In my personal experience, healing touch comes from 

“compassion, humility, intuition, love and intention.” 
Healing touch is a result of quieting the mind and relying on
the heart to help heal those who are suffering from physical 
ailments, disease and illness, and even emotional pain. 

Animals are particularly open to “healing touch” 
because they are so close to the divineness of nature and 
are most open and genuine to receiving help through love 
and compassion. Healing touch is particularly successful 
with cats because cats are highly sensitive to their imme-
diate environments. Their energy field spans at least 10 
times greater than that of humans! Cats feel things on a 
deeper level than what meets the eye, which is why they 
are also most sensitive to “heart talk” through healing 
touch and intuitive communication. 

Healing touch involves utilizing a divine intrinsic love 
for a being. Results only come after these intentions are 
genuinely used, with no regard for ego but only true 
listening – from the heart. Anyone can do healing touch, 
if your intentions are real. That’s all you need is intention! 

I have had ample chance to practice healing touch on the 
feline species from volunteering my time with various cat 
charities, and owning a few cat boarding facilities in the past. 

One cat came to me with many obvious emotional 
fears and scars from a life on the streets, obviously being 
mistreated, abused and neglected for the better part of two 
years. Through patience and a “heart connection,” this 
sweet cat has learned to trust and feel comfort in the care 
of a human being. Through healing touch and intention.

Next month: Cat healing stories.

Always on Trend:
The Jean Jacket

The jean jacket has been a fashion 
staple since its introduction in 

1880. With a jean jacket, you don't 
have to sacrifice comfort for fashion. 
Its cotton fabric makes it durable and 
easy to care for. Once a garment for 
miners and cowboys, it has become 
the symbol of rebels, rockers, and 

fashion icons throughout the 20th century and into the 
21st. This timeless piece is cool, chic, casual, and the most 
versatile jacket you will ever own.

Whether worn for light warmth in the spring or over
a chunky sweater for cool winter days a jean jacket’s 
versatility will never let you down. From the perfect 
white tee to the little black dress, layering adds style 
and flair to any ensemble. 

A jean jacket is easy to accessorize. Add a scarf, 
bracelets, earrings, belt, purse, and shoes to create your 
unique look for any occasion. Add patches and sparkly 
embellishments to increase your cool 
factor. Colour is the other accessory. 
While the classic blue is a favorite, 
a myriad of colors is available to 
reflect your style or mood. 
This classic will never go out of style.
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Area Director - Area D
CVRD's New Industrial Land Use Strategy

“We’re learning that our definition 
of “industry-based” jobs is chang-

ing. We don’t need a crystal ball to 
tell us that while traditional industries 
are staying, new ones such as clean 
tech, aquaculture, transportation and 
warehousing and marine services are 
just around the corner.” 

This and other realities, trends, 

needs and demands—in-
cluding recommendations
—are put forward in the 
new Cowichan Industrial 
Land Use Strategy pro-
duced through Economic 
Development. The Strategy 
presents a picture of what 
we have and what we’re 
going to need as we move 
into the future. That future 
is coming quickly, and it’s 
clear to me that this Strat-
egy will help us get there 
and help us enjoy our valley 
when it arrives. 

While traditional industries such 
as mining, quarrying and large-scale
manufacturing relating to greatest 
demand for industrial land, other, 
emerging sectors including construc-
tion and design, manufacturing, 
specialty food processing, recreational 
cannabis and those mentioned above 
are creating more demand on the 
industrial land use base. 

The Strategy explored the 
concerns of 
existing indus-
tries, analyzed 
current employ-
ment trends, 
suggested the 
type of partner-
ships needed 
to open up new 
industrial lands, 
and examined 
current industry 

trends in 
Cowichan and 
the surround-
ing regions to 
suggest prior-
ities that will 
fuel job growth. 

“With 
only a small 
percentage of 
the total land base in Cowichan 
zoned or designated as industrial 
(less than half a percentage point 
of the total land base), the need 
to manage, develop and expand 
the footprint of key employment 
lands must be a priority for local 
government if the diversification 
of our local employment base is to 
continue,” says Amy Melmock, 
Manager of Economic Develop-
ment Cowichan. 

It’s important—in a region where 
the cost of living related to housing 
and transportation is rising dramat-
ically—local industries have a big 
role to play in providing high paying 
jobs for local residents. 

This Strategy is just one of 
the many initiatives we’re under-
taking at the CVRD to strengthen 
and update our toolbox so that we 
can achieve the best for all of us. I 
have presented bits and pieces of 
the strategy here in this column. 
To read the complete report go to: 
https://www.ecdevcowichan.com/
strategy-highlights-importance-of
-industrial-lands-in-cowichan/

http://sarpinos-sl.ca
http://janetabbott.com
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Planning Tomorrows
The Future of Corporations 

Survival Of the fittest. The law of 
the jungle applies to the corpo-

rate world. Corporations are fiercely 
competitive. Those that lose their 
edge die. That is as it should be, but 
there is a darker side to feasting on 
the fallen. Corporations are driven 
by the profit motive and a return 
to their shareholders. That means 
grow or bust and in the process 
consume the weaker entities. Pro-
viding a useful product or service 
to society becomes secondary. 
Ensuring stable jobs for employees 

who enable the 
profit is not a 
requirement. 
When lobbying 
governments 
their primary 
motivation 
is acquiring 
competitive 
advantage 
and increasing 
their profits 
not providing 
better service 
to consumers. 
The economies 
of scale 
engendered by 
multi-national 

behemoths aids their dominance. 
Blinded by greed they pursue 
avenues leading to growing 
inefficiencies and ignore empathy, 
compassion and environmental 
concerns.

This primal focus cannot 
prevail for long. Some are coming 
to that realization, but too many 
believe the laws 
that got them 
where they are 
must continue. 
In fact, they 

need new rules to survive, but 
more importantly for mankind to 
survive. If fossil fuel companies 
grovel for more carbon intensity 
while trying to obstruct renewable 
energy where does that get us? 
They need to collaborate to assist 
in the transition to carbon free 
energy. If they don’t they are 
endangering their own existence 
as well as our futures. Retailers 
need to work with packagers 
and shippers to reduce waste and 
excessive transportation costs. 
Products must be designed that 
are necessary while eliminating 
excess material.

Co-operation doesn’t mean 
losing the ability to compete, 
which would stifle innovation. 
Companies can still build better 
mousetraps while working togeth-
er to create efficiencies in manu-
facturing and supply chains that 
benefit everyone. There needs to 
be cross-industry participation 
embracing long-term outlooks that 
ensures survival.

http://paulswater.com
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Canine Friends
Should I Get a Dog for the Children?

Dogs and kids belong together, 
BUT they can be an absolute 

disaster. To avoid the latter, consider:
Whose Dog? Get a dog because 
YOU–the parent–want a dog, and 
you have the necessary time, energy, 
and finances. We cannot expect a 
child below mature teenager to look 
after a dog, which needs:
- 2-3 walks each day, including 
 off-leash hikes
 - Daily feeding and grooming
 - Daily mental stimulation, games, 

and play dates with other dogs
- Daily training and weekly 
 training classes
- Regular veterinary visits

Supervise! Super-
vise! Supervise!
Young children, 
below the age 
of 6-8 years old, 
will not be able 
to remember and 
follow simple– but 
critically import-
ant– rules such 
as not to hug or 

kiss the dog (leading cause of bites 
to children, especially to the face), 
or interfere with the dog when 
he is eating, sleeping or chewing 
a toy. Half of American children 
will have been bitten by a dog by 
the time they are 12 years old, 
and the named examples are the 
leading causes. Dogs and children need
constant supervision.
Dog or Puppy? 
A puppy can be 
as much work 
as a baby, but 
gives you a 
chance to bring 
the dog up to 

become a well-adjusted family 
member– assuming it comes from 
parents of good temperament. An 
adult dog may save you the puppy 
training, but may come with “hidden 
extras”– behaviour issues that may 
be dangerous.
Breeds Avoid small dogs, which the 
child may be tempted to pick up and 
otherwise handle inappropriately. 
Generally speaking, avoid high-
drive breeds, such as shepherds, 
cattle dogs, collies, or high-drive 
hunting breeds.
4H If you do have a friendly dog, 
your child might like to join your 
local 4H dog club: 4hbc.ca/clubs/view/
18-cowichan-wags-4-h-dog-club.
For More Information
doggonecrazy.ca/kids-and-dogs/
Next month: Urine Marking

Lisbeth Plant is a certified dog trainer and behaviour consultant, 
and owns Cowichan Canine. She specializes in the behaviour 
modification of fearful, reactive and aggressive dogs, but works 
with dogs with many different needs.

http://doggonecrazy.ca/kids-and-dogs
http://cowichancanine.ca
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Travelling Foody
 Farm Table Inn ‒ a Long Road with a Fine Ending

The most satisfying things in life 
are those that you’re willing to 

take the long road to get to. That 
seems to epitomize Farm Table Inn 
in the Cowichan Valley.

In the middle of what seems like 
nowhere, between Duncan and Lake 
Cowichan, sits a delightful restaurant 
that Cowichan Valley residents and 
visitors alike find their way to for 
dinner or a local weekend getaway. 
In addition to fine dining, there’s also 
room at the Inn with the promise of a 
farm fresh eggs and bacon breakfast 
in the morning.

It might seem unlikely that a 
graphic designer and an IT specialist 
would end up in the hospitality 
business. However, as the story goes, 
George’s first love was cooking. Early 
in his career he trained as a Red Seal 
Chef and cut his culinary teeth in some 

impressive kitchens. He also learned 
the life of a chef is not conducive to 
that of a family man so he hung up his 
chef’s jacket in favour of a new career 
behind a computer. He retrained as 
an IT specialist. George and Evelyn 
eventually found their way back into 
the hospitality business once their 
children were grown.

Farm Table Inn works to bring 
local foods to the table and showcase 
the fruits of the Cowichan Valley. 
Free range chickens greet you as you 
turn up the driveway. Happy pigs can 
be seen in the pen. The greenhouse 
produces the restaurant’s salad greens
for early spring diners. What the farm
doesn’t produce or isn't in season — 
is sourced from other local producers 
like Quist Farms, Island Farmhouse 
Poultry, and Haltwistle Cheese Co. 

The table d’hote menu changes 
monthly and features four courses. 
On my visit it started with an amuse 
bouche (a Salt Spring Island oyster 
with Farm Table Inn tomato jam), 
a choice of two appetizers (I opted 
for the beets and goat cheese), four 
entrees including two meat options, 
a fish option and a vegetarian option 
(chose the beef osso bucco), and for 
dessert, a Napoleon square. At $40 
for the four courses, it is good value 

for those of us who like to indulge. 
But for smaller appetites, there’s a 
full a la carte menu.

It is obvious the Farm Table Inn 
is a labour of love. From the moment 
you enter the driveway, you become 
part of the family. It is hard to say 
which is better: the cozy, friendly 
atmosphere or the delectable farm 
fresh food made with French flair. 
Luckily, at Farm Table Inn, you don’t 
have to choose.
If you go:
Location: 6755 Cowichan Lake Road
Open: Thursday through Saturday 
for dinner and Sunday for brunch
Cost: About $100 for two, incl. wine
Reservations: Recommended 
250-932-3205

Leanne Tait, aka The Travelling Foody is 
a food and travel blogger. You can find 
her online at travellingfoody.com, 
² @travellingfoody, µ @thetravell-
ingfoody or ³ @foodytravelling

http://travellingfoody.com
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InSight
Vision Therapy Treatment for Brain Injuries

Vision therapy is beneficial fol-
lowing concussions and other 

brain injuries. Vision affects every 
aspect of life, and if vision process-
ing has been affected during the 
brain injury, it can greatly decrease 
the quality of life. Ideally, everyone 
who has had a brain injury should 
be assessed as early as possible for a 
visual component.

There are many aspects of 
visual processing that can be dam-
aged during brain injuries, from 
the ability to track moving objects, 

to the ability to 
efficiently and 
comfortably 
process pe-
ripheral vision. 
Often when the 
visual system 
is affected, a 
student’s ability 
to perform in 
school and 
sports is greatly 
decreased. 

Some common symptoms of 
visual processing deficits include 
light sensitivity, general fatigue, 
difficulty reading or concentrating, 
discomfort with computer and 
screen use, and headaches.

Vision therapy following brain 
injuries includes both passive (lens) 
and active techniques. Active 
therapies often include re-learning 
developmental 
visual skills 
which have been 
lost due to the 

injury. Unlike simple exercises to 
strengthen eye muscles, in-office 
vision therapy uses the neurplas-
ticity of the brain to reteach the 
visual processing skills that were 
lost. Vision therapy provides 
long-lasting clear, comfortable, 
and efficient vision, and relief of 
post-brain injury symptoms.

http://viinspection.com
http://myeyecare.ca
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Sound Advice
Noise-Canceling Headphones

This month, we are going to address 
a question we’ve received from 

one of our readers about noise-can-
celing headphones. Specifically, why 
are they good at blocking the drone of 
an airplane but not so good at cancel-
ing out voices? 

The best noise-canceling head-
phones use both passive and active 
noise cancellation. Passive cancel-
lation occurs when the headphones 
go over the ears and physically 
block or dampen sounds from getting 
into the ear canal. Although the 

quality of the materials used in the 
headphones and the tightness of the 
fit of the headphones over the ears 
can make a difference, this type 
of headphone will only block out 
a certain amount of noise, about 
20-30 decibels (dB). Active noise 
cancellation headphones increase the 
blockage further by creating a sound 
in the headphones that is 180 degrees 
out of phase to the noise, as shown in 
the diagram.

When this emitted sound of the 
opposite phase is added to the noise, 

the net result is no 
sound at the frequen-
cy in question. Active 
noise cancellation 
works very well for 
low frequency, steady 
sounds such as the 
hum of an airplane. 
Because human 
voices are dynamic 
and composed of 
multiple frequencies, 
they are much more 

di�cult to cancel out through the 
active phase cancellation technology 
contained in today’s headphones.       

Despite these limitations, I 
recommend noise canceling head-
phones, especially when listening 
to music in loud environments such 
as an airplane. Excessively loud 
sounds are the number two cause of 
permanent hearing loss. By reducing 
the level of the noise, we can keep 
the overall volume of the music 
lower, thereby reducing damage to 
our ears.  

http://cobblehilldental.com
http://resonancehearingclinic.com


http://bradlambert.ca
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WIN a Tim Hortons Gift Card of $50 Value
from Brad Lambert of Team 3000 Realty Ltd

Name

Daytime phone number*

Address*

 

Draw Date: 31 May, 2019. **No cash alternative available. 
*Names and addresses will not be used for any other purpose.
ONE ENTRY PER PERSON ONLY
Simply complete your WordSearch and send it to: Cowichan Press
325 - 2720 Mill Bay Road, Mill Bay, BC V0R 2P1 or drop it into the 
Cowichan Press Inc. office in the Mill Bay Centre.
Don’t forget to include your name, address, and daytime contact number

Realtor Golf

Z V D T Q G E Z C P E B Z X Y S L X R D H A G T Y X D S T I  
D V L R B J A P O I W A Q R E T T U P I I L P H C D E J F A  
U Q U P Q W G A T W O Q P Z H E L M J D D S Z R N V P J P Q  
X A C T A P P W S T R Y O K S R J A E B G G F E E I O W Q C  
M K F C K N N A Z C H T Z R X U G W E B R A E E G B S K A M  
K O J E W U R D T G H O X X A S K D E R I V I T A N I B Q A  
L U Q M F T X J S E J G B M T O A D L R G D K H V A T K Z E  
C E F Y G Q W J C E S F O S Y L F R W T O N L O J V Q M D T  
C D G T E E H N D E E R P H U C D A B O B Q L U E R R Y K F  
N C Z D O K A X H T T B U J M S Y Z T U N D Z S X S S Z D S  
C Z Z A E N V G A I J S C E H I D I J F T D M A S G F Y L W  
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A C I B S S N N N Z D Y X C Z C P Z X V C S F P Z J G N G Z  

AGENCY 
AMORTIZATION 
ARBUTUS 
BOGEY 

 

WIN One Round of Golf at Arbutus Ridge Golf Course $67 Value
from Brad Lambert of Team 3000 Realty Ltd

BOGEY ■ TEE ■ PUTTER ■ PAR ■ HOLE-IN-ONE ■ FORE ■ GOLF ■ REALTY ■ EAGLE ■ AGENCY

GOLF CLUB ■ TEAM ■ THREE THOUSAND ■ ARBUTUS ■ RIDGE ■ GREEN ■ LOFT ■ ROUGH

WEDGE ■ VALUE ■ DEPOSIT ■ REFINANCE ■ DISCLOSURE ■ AMORTIZATION ■ FAIRWAY 
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In the Garden
Acres of Seedlings    

Iam really hoping I am not the only 
one who started too many seeds 

this spring. When it came time to 
pot the little beauties out there was 
a big problem. All the little beauties 
sprouted and grew. If I potted them 
all out I would need at least 50 big 
plant trays full of pots and soil. I 
did the math and that is 1275 pots! 
OMG! Way way too many seedlings! 
That means that I have to decide 
who gets to live and who goes to the 
compost. I feel terrible when this 
happens, as each little stem with 
its 2 tiny leaves seems like a new 
friend. I imagine it as a huge flower 
or vegetable and I just feel bad. So 
this leaves me apologizing to them as 
they go in the compost bin. It would 
sound like this.

Um, sorry buddy, this hurts me 
as much as it does you. “Well, no!” 
says Mr. Seedling. “I spent all this 
time pushing out of my seed capsule 
and got this nice stem and leaves, and 
what thanks do I get?” “Look” says 
me, “I really got carried away with 
the flinging of seed all over the tray” 
“I will not do it again, I promise” 
“Yeah, right” says Mr. Seedling, You 
are a bad gardener and you wasted 

seed. You could 
have fridged the 
remaining seed 
and we would 
have grown next 
year for you. You 
could have shared 
your extra seed 
with neighbours 
and friends. You 
could stop getting 
carried away and 
buying too many 
packets of seed 
to start with. So 
go ahead and 
put me in your 
compost. Maybe 
I’ll defy the 
odds and grow 
anyway. I’ll be 
the big nasty Salvia that is looking 
out for you lady! You just watch the 
way you stroll past the compost. 
I’ll be there looking for you!” 

Sigh, get over it Fran, you grew 
too many seedlings. But wait a minute! 
What about the packet of expensive 
Russian Sage seed that I bought and 
one single seedling grew! Stokes likes 
to say “It is one of the easiest peren-

nials to grow from seed.” Yeah right! 
So what did I learn from this yearly 
battle with plants? Read the seed 
packet. Don’t plant so many seeds. 
Avoid the treacherously mad Salvia 
in the compost!

Or you could just come to the 
Mill Bay Garden Club’s meeting 4th 
Tuesday of the month 6:45 at the 
Mill Bay Hall.
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Farmers Institute 

Alongside advertisements selling 
Apples for $2.25 per box and 

popular Walk-Over Shoes from $5.00 
to $7.50, the Victoria Daily Colonist 
of October 12, 1909 details the effort 
of the Cobble Hill and Shawnigan 
District in hosting the very first
Cobble Hill Fair. The column 
reads, in part, “the Cobble Hill and 
Shawnigan District First Agricul-
tural Show, held on Wednesday last, 
the 6th inst., under the auspices 
of the local Farmers’ Institute, proved 
from all points of view, an unqualified 
success. Travellers passing through 
this lovely district by train gain but 
a faint idea of the large number of 
well-to-do settlers scattered over the 
area between Koenig’s station and 
Cowichan Lake; but even the oldest 
residents were hardly prepared for the 

crowd which gathered 
in response to the cir-
culars issued announc-
ing the holding of the 
first local agricultural 
show.”

In describ-
ing the Fair, 

the article went 
on to say 

“the still greater surprise [was] caused 
by the exhibits, both as to their 
number and to the high standard 
of excellence which many of these 
attained. This is the more remarkable 
as the notices announcing the show 
were only issued a short time ago, 
thus allowing no time for any special 
culture, the result being a display of 
the purely normal product of the gar-
dens. No stronger or more convincing 
evidence is needed to demonstrate, 
the highly productive character of the 
cultivated lands of this district. 

Visitors from a distance who had 
attended similar displays in other 
centres of agriculture on the Island 
were unanimous in stating it as their 
opinion that at none of these shows 
had they seen anything to equal the 
exhibits in the three principal classes, 
namely, fruit, vegetables and flowers.”

The article ended by bidding the 
community “Godspeed” in its efforts 
to build a new community hall. The 
new Cobble Hill Hall was built by 
the community in 1921, and the 
Shawnigan Cobble Hill Farmers 
Institute and Agricultural Society 
is now in its 105th year as an incor-
porated entity. On Saturday, 24 
August it will host the 110th Cobble 
Hill Fair at its hall and fairgrounds 
located on Watson Avenue in the 
heart of the Cobble Hill Village. 
Those attending this event will 
surely catch glimpses of our past so 
eloquently detailed in the Tuesday, 
October 12, 1909 Victoria Daily 
Colonist article. But to be like the 
Fair described in 
1909 we need 
your exhibits. 
So, what will 
you enter in 
this year's 
Fair? 

ing the Fair, 
the article went 

on to say 
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Realtor Advice
Making Moves and Writing Offers

You’ve been watching the market 
and have viewed enough properties 

to know you’ve found your next home.
When you’re confident it’s time to 
make an offer to purchase, there are 
a few things you should know.

In British Columbia, the standard 
form of real estate contract is called 
the “Contract of Purchase and Sale”. 
This is a legal binding document that 
was developed by the Real Estate 
Council of British Columbia in part-
nership with the BC Branch of the 
Canadian Bar Association, with the 
main purpose of ensuring no legal 
fundamentals are overlooked when 
making an offer to purchase property.

The Contract of Purchase and 
Sale includes a number of standard 
details, plus any conditions which are 
important to you. Your real estate 
agent is able to help navigate this 
process and advise on what needs to 
be included to best and best serve 
your interests. Once you and the 
seller sign this document, a legally 
binding contract has been formed.

Typically, the offer to purchase will
include information such as the date, 
names of parties to the contract, the 
legal description of the property, a 
deposit amount (which will be held in a 

trust account and will form part of your 
down-payment), and the offer price. 
Requested inclusions are noted for 
items such as refrigerators, washers, 
dryers, hot tubs, and dishwashers 
that will remain in the home when 
you assume possession, while noting 
specific items that have been exclud-
ed from the sale.

Also in the Contract of Purchase 
and Sale will be your proposed 
completion and possession dates, 
with a list of the terms and conditions 
that must be satisfied before the sale 
can occur. These are called “subject 
clauses” or “conditions precedent,” 
and there can be as many subject 
clauses as you would like to negotiate 
with the seller. Some commonly used
subject clauses include subject to a 
satisfactory home inspection, arrang-
ing financing and insurance, reviewing
any building files or related documents
at the CVRD, and/or making inqui-
ries as to the suitability of the zoning 
and use of the property, to confirm 
activities you intend to partake in meet
the zoning and bylaw requirements.

Of course, the fewer you put into
an offer, the more serious you may 
seem as a buyer, and the better the 
chance is that your offer will be 
accepted by the seller. The document 
is then signed and 
presented to the 
seller’s agent for 
discussion with 
the seller. 

From here, 
the seller has a 
few options. 

They can accept the offer exactly as 
written, reject the offer completely, 
or make a counter offer. If the seller 
changes anything at all on the original 
offer, the seller is considered to have 
rejected your offer and to be making 
a new offer back to you. This new 
offer is usually referred to as a “counter
-offer.” When you receive a counter-
offer, you then have the same three 
options as the seller had: accept, reject 
or make a further counter-offer. The 
process of counter-offers may continue
until an agreement is reached. If the 
counter-offer is unacceptable to you or 
if you have changed your mind about 
the purchase, the seller does not have 
the option of returning to your original
offer and accepting it.

On completion day, legal owner-
ship will transfer from the old owner 
to you in exchange for the purchase 
price of the home, allowing you to move
in on the possession date stated on your
contract. Usually, completion and 
possession dates are not the same date;
you’ll want to make sure you are 
working with a notary or lawyer who 
specializes in real estate transactions 
in order to make the transaction as 
smooth as possible.

Information sourced from the Real 
Estate Council of British Columbia.

http://caitlinmckennarealty.com
http://caitlinmckennarealty.com
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Time Flies
Generations

The Cowichan Valley has an 
age mix similar to British 

Columbia, with a slightly higher 
average population of retirees.

Generations are birth groupings:
“the social consciousness and per-
spective of youth reaching maturity 
at a particular time and place signifi-
cantly influenced by major historical 
events” according to Karl Mannheim, 
a pioneer in sociology. 

There are five named generations
living today, the earliest born before 
1945 and the latest after 1995. The 
biggest cohort was the Baby Boomers
(1945–1963). This year Millennials 
(1977–1995) will become the largest 
living generation. 

It is naïve to compare one gen-
eration to another as the relentless 
movement of time and events underlie

each. To suggest 
for example, that 
one generation 
is “greedy” or 
another “entitled” 
ignores the times 
we grow up 
in. The Great 
Depression had 
an enormous 
impact on young 
people as did 
the World Wars. 
The rapid social, technological and 
economic changes during the Baby 
Boom years plus the threat of nuclear 
annihilation, greatly influenced this 
generation. 

Even faster technological 
changes with the explosion of the 
of internet and big data, different 
political/social upheavals and 
climate change have impacted 
Millennials. The youth of each 
generation is most inspired by big 
changes, but all generations are 
impacted. Look at a climate change 
march, all ages are represented, 
with youth foremost. It is youth 
who are at the front during times of 
social revolution. 

Generational categories can 

be used to amplify differences for 
financial or partisan purposes and 
should therefore be viewed with 
skepticism. Tim Cook, the CEO 
of Apple says our own data is 
being weaponized against us with 
military efficiency. If the attitudes 
and values of each generation are 
specifically targeted in this new 
age of big data and artificial intelli-
gence, we need multi-generational 
awareness and cooperation. 

The 1970 Crosby Stills Nash song 
“Teach Your Children” is about cross 
generational understanding between 
parents of the Traditional Generation 
and their Baby Boomer children, 
written at a time when those shared 
values were really needed. 

http://themastheadrestaurant.com


The Best Education

In 2008, my wife and I decided 
to take an extended backpacking 

vacation to Europe with our twelve 
year-old son, Conner. I can now 
say, it was one of the best decisions 
we've made. We visited some of the 
soaring icons of human achievement 
like the Roman Colosseum and the 
recently scorched, but still standing 
Notre Dame Cathedral. We also 
took the time to fit in some of the 
more notorious monuments to the 
human condition. Vimy Ridge and 
the sprawling concentration camps of 

Auschwitz - Birkenau 
were sobering to say 
the least, but some-
thing I would highly 
recommend. The trip 
brought us together 
and it was probably 
one of the best learning 
experiences you could 
give a kid.

The opportunity 
of travel was one of the 
things that attracted 
me to Rotary. The club 

offers numerous chances to broaden 
your horizons with travel. Rotary is an 
international organization with more 
than 33,000 clubs spread throughout 
200 countries. Members are encour-
aged to visit local clubs when abroad. 
We had no trouble finding clubs from 
the swaying palms of Bali, Indonesia 
to the to the wind swept moors of 
Yorkshire in Northern England. We 
would be greeted like a long lost relative 
by complete strangers who happened 
to share a common thread. Rotary 
acted as a sort of global support 

network where 
you could get 
all kinds of local 
information like 
the areas ‘must 
seeʼ hidden gems 
that never made 
the tourist guides.

This winter my wife and I will be 
volunteering with a Rotary sponsored 
program and journeying to the jungle 
covered heartland of Guatemala. Our 
friends at the Chemainus Rotary Club 
have spearheaded a program to pur-
chase simple Coleman-type gas cook 
stoves and distribute them amongst 
the villagers of several small settlements 
located in the central highlands. The 
setting is stunning with the villages all 
nestled around a volcanic lake which 
is surrounded by a ring of mountains, 
but the terrain makes transporting 
anything expensive. They are forced 
to cook using wood cut from the jungle. 
The constant smoke causes health 
problems, while removing trees from 
the steep slopes adds to the risk of 
mudslides. The stoves are a simple 
solution to solving several big prob-
lems. This is just one of the work/
travel programs Rotary has to offer. 

Traveling is always a thrill, but 
the journey itself is simply a vehicle 
to education. It s̓ impossible not to 
compare your situation with that of 
the locals. The experience is sweeter 
if you can combine the adventure 
of travel with the betterment of the 
people you visit. I am looking forward 
to our first trip to the middle Americas 
this winter. I am always willing to add 
another chapter to the never ending 
pursuit of a higher 
education.

another chapter to the never ending 

May 2019 - www.southcowichanrotary.org

250-217-9232
162-1751 Northgate Road, Cobble Hill, V0R 1L6 

Frank Simpson Roofing
Cobble Hill & Duncan 

Club of South Cowichan

http://southcowichanrotary.org


Christian Science
 

Christian Science, a religion 
and Bible-based health care 

system, has been practiced in the 
Valley for over a hundred years. 
The first church was located at 
the corner of Ingram and Jubilee 
Streets in Duncan, but is now 
located at 6118 Lane Road. It in-
cludes a Reading Room, which has 
a library and sales area open to the 
public. The Bible, Bible research 
materials, Science and Health with 
key to the Scriptures by Mary 
Baker Eddy, as well as other church 

publications 
are available. 
Another part 
of our outreach 
is to sponsor 
lectures in the 
community. 

The lecture 
this year is:  
Breaking news: 
Freedom is 
Ours Now, to 

be given by Patricia Woodard of 
Dallas, Texas. It will be held in the 
Heritage Hall of the Duncan United 
Church on May 25th at 11:00 a.m. 

For many years, Patricia has 
been a Christian Science prac-
titioner praying with people for 
divine help and healing. She loves 
to travel and has lived in many parts 
of the US and in Brazil. Each new 
culture and environment has taught 
her more about God, universal 
Love, and how all people are made 
to reflect God's goodness. More 

recently, Patricia has been active in 
taking the healing ministry to those 
in the prison system in Dallas.

Her lecture will explore the 
practicality in today’s world of 
Christ Jesus’ life and works as 
recorded in the Bible and as dis-
cussed in Science and Health with 
Key to the Scriptures, written by 
the founder of the Christian Science 
movement, Mary Baker Eddy.

“What we’re looking for,” says 
Woodard, “is a view that uplifts our 
thoughts, changing our perspective 
to one that makes a difference for 
the better, that heals. To me, this 
is what Christian Science is about: 
finding a spiritual perspective of 
God that reveals the goodness, 
wellness, and freedom flowing from 
God every day, helping those take 
tangible and reliable shape in our 
lives and the lives of others. That’s 
the ultimate good news!” 

Please join us for this free 
Christian Science Lecture.
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Mill Bay Garden Club

Even if your garden is no more 
than three pots at the front 

door, you will love your visit to the 
72 annual Mill Bay Garden Club’s 
annual flower and garden show. 
This show has it all - great food, 
beautiful flowers, plants to pur-
chase, garden vendors, and a huge 
silent auction. The garden show 
features a fierce competition in 
flower, fruit, and vegetable cate-
gories. Do you love your garden 
but are puzzled by its problems? 
Bring your garden problems to the 
master gardeners. Buy the newest 
and most attractive plants and 
flowers in the outside vendor area. 
As always there are plant bargains 
galore at the Mill Bay Garden 
Club’s huge plant stall.

This year the Community 

Flower and 
Garden show 
will be held 
on Saturday 
25 May from 
9 — 2 p.m. The 
theme for this 
year’s show 
is “Celebrate 
Gardening” and 
all design entries 
must follow the 

guidelines for this year’s theme. 75 
categories of flower, plant and edible 
classes round out the amazing show 
of color collected from gardens all 
over the Cowichan Valley. In years 
past almost 250 entries were regis-
tered! It’s a real giant of a show!

This show directly benefits local 
charities. It also supports a bursary 
fund established by the Mill Bay 
Garden Club to provide financial 
assistance to qualifying local students 
entering higher education in agricul-
tural and horticultural studies.

The silent auction has over a 
hundred items donated by artisans, 
sponsors, businesses, and club mem-
bers. Last year’s donations ranged 
from a truckload of primo bark mulch 
to an artist- created birdbath.

The South Cowichan Healthcare 

Auxiliary bakes up a delectable 
Strawberry Tea. Bring your appetite!

If you are the competitive 
gardener then enter our show! Entries 
for the judged classes will be taken 
on Friday 24 May from noon till 6:30 
p.m. Entry fee is .50 per entry with 
no limit on the number of entries 
you’d like to show in. Programs are 
available locally at Buckerfields, 
Thrifty Foods, Country Grocer, 
Dinter’s Nursery or download it 
from our website www.millbaygar-
denclub.com
Show Admission is $2 for adults.
Be there or be garden deprived.

Mill Bay Garden Club

Sat., May 25, 2019  9-2pm 

Cobble Hill Hall, 3550 Watson Rd. Cobble Hill

Silent Auction
Garden Vendors    Strawberry Tea
Plant Sales       Master Gardeners

millbaygardenshow@gmail.com for details

Community Flower & Garden Show

http://millbaygardenclub.com
http://millbaygardenclub.com
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Around the Bay
Mill Bay to Brentwood Bay via BC Ferries

Last month I wrote about taking 
the kids over to Sidney to visit 

the Shaw Centre for the Salish Sea, 
what I didn't write about was how 
we got there and home again. 

BC Ferries has a little route 
between Mill Bay, sailing diagonal 
through the Saanich Inlet into 
Brentwood Bay. Before leaving the 
house, the thought had crossed my 
mind. After checking out the BC 
ferries website, the kids and I were 
excited to try it. 

Located off of Mill Bay Road 
on Ferry Road approximately five 
kilometres from Mill Bay Centre, 
this route is an excellent way to 
by-pass the Malahat if there is a 
blockage or traffic issue. It is also a 
great way to check out another part 
of our beautiful island. This would 
make for an excellent family bicycle 
ride as well. Imagine parking at Mill 

Bay Centre, biking to the ferry, 
crossing to Brentwood Bay, and 
perhaps riding to a cafe or enjoying 
a picnic before heading home. 

Brentwood Bay has many in-
teresting boats moored, all bobbing 
into in the wind. The ferry terminal 
is nestled in between boathouses on 
stilts and a beautiful resort. There 
is beach access on the Brentwood 
side if you have time to spare. We 
had some time before driving on 
the ferry headed for Mill Bay so 
we walked down to the little beach 
next to the marina and ferry dock. 

There is an observation deck 
or a small lounge to visit during the 
short 25 minute crossing. This ferry 
holds approximately 19 vehicles and 
takes walk-on customers. Reserva-
tions are not taken for this crossing, 
but it is more economical if you 
purchase tickets prior to your 
sailing. 

Tick-
ets 
can be 
purchased 

in a book of 10 or as singles at 
Thrifty Foods or the Shell gas 
station in Mill Bay or at any of the 
three Thrifty Foods over on the 
Saanich Peninsula. 

En route back from Brentwood 
Bay to Mill Bay, the wind whipped 
through our hair as we stood on the 
deck, observing that the tempera-
ture had risen significantly since our 
departure in the morning.

We would certainly travel this 
way again for a visit to the Saanich 
Peninsula. It was relaxing and 
might even save a little bit of time. 
Anyone who is busy toting kids 
around would appreciate the break 
achieved on the ferry. 

Check out the www.bcferries.
com website for sailing times and 
don't forget to pick up advanced 

tickets to save some money. 
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Mill Bay Fire Department

Honour. Respect. Courage. 
Recruitment is a challenge as 

we ask you to become part of our 
History. Our volunteers have been 
providing Fire Protection and Fire 
Prevention Services to the residents 
of Cobble Hill and Mill Bay since 
1948. We are looking for active men 
and women to support your Commu-
nity in a meaningful and fulfilling 
way. If you live or work in close 
proximity to our fire district (Mill 
Bay and Cobble Hill) you are eligible 
to join. Junior Members can start at 
16 years of age we provide full training
to all Members, including Firefighting
and emergency medical skills. As a 
Member, you will have the oppor-
tunity to help protect the public in 
emergency situations, save lives, 
educate fire safety, and so much more, 
while committing to maintaining 

the highest level of 
professionalism and 
integrity. In your 
first 6 months we will 
train you in the basic 
skills necessary to 
respond to emergency 
calls. Within 18 
months of service, 
we anticipate all 
Members will have 

obtained their NFPA 1001 Level 2 
certification; as well as a Class 3 Driv-
ers License with Air Endorsement. 
All members are required to attend 
Wednesday Training from 1815-2130 
hours. In addition, every three weeks, 
you are required to attend our Sunday 
Training from 0900-1200. After 6 
months, we may ask you to attend all 
fire calls when you are trained and 
available. The department now has 
three full-time, paid career positions, 
which include a Fire Chief, Training 
Officer and a Maintenance Firefight-
er, as part of the 
Department’s 
small volunteer 
contingent, the 
first example of a 
blended-staffing
model among 
fire crews in 

the Cowichan Valley. In the past, all 
Cowichan Valley’s Firefighters were 
volunteers, with no permanent paid 
staff. The tax impact of hiring the 
three positions has yet to be deter-
mined. https://www.cowichanvalley
citizen.com/news/mill-bay-fire-de-
partment-hires-first-paid-firefighters-
in-the-cowichan-valley/

Be especially mindful of your 
safety while walking, biking, and 
driving. Being alert of your surround-
ings and ongoing conditions will help 
you avoid mishap and possible injury. 
As always, avoid phone texts while 
on the move!
Drop by for a visit: 
Monday-Thursday 08:00 – 16:30 
Wednesday 18:00 – 21:00 
Sunday 09:00 – 12:00

Did you know: We rescue ani-
mals such as cats up trees, hamsters 
in house fires, dogs in motor vehicle 
incidents, wildlife in Wildfires. We 
do not discriminate!

Reiki
Wellness

Sara Tillie
Acupuncture

250-743-8122
Debbie Shkuratoff
Reiki Master — Teacher
Usui-Karuna-Komyo
Tibetan & Seichim Styles

Daytime  •  Evening  •  Weekend  •  By Appointment Only    

#13 - Upper Level  •  Valleyview Centre  •  Cobble Hill, BC 

www.reikiwellness.ca  •  reiki-wellness@shaw.ca     

250-812-9813
Sara Tillie

Registered Acupuncturist
Traditional Chinese 

Medicine

Specials  -  Gift Certificates  -  Packages

• Detoxifying Foot Spas

• Reiki Therapy & Classes

• Amethyst Crystal Bio-Mat

• Jade Roller Massage Capsule

• Acupuncture

• Traditional Chinese Medicine

• Cupping/Moxa

• Young Living Essential Oils

http://reikiwellness.ca
http://mycaringcounsellor.com
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Health Hacks
Canada's New Food Guide 

Canada’s Food Guide is important 
because it serves as the basis for 

dieticians, doctors and some health 
professionals to provide dietary 
guidance to schools, patients and 
the like. When the Guide does not 
follow unbiased scientific knowledge 
and research, the overall health of 
the general population is at play. 
How much more evidence is it going 
to take? With the current rates of 
obesity, diabetes and cancer, I would 
suggest that 50 years of the low-fat, 
low-cholesterol, high-grain approach 
has not proven itself.

Canada’s Food Guide was 
recently updated. The new version 
features an “ideal plate” image con-
sisting of 50% fruits and vegetables, 
25% proteins and 25% grains. For 
most people, this much grain intake 
represents an unhealthy amount of 
carbohydrates.

By devoting an implied essential 
category to whole grains, the Guide 
suggests they are necessary and as 
important as protein foods. Conversely, 
going against the grain is a fundamen-
tal step toward optimizing your cur-

rent and future health. Any essential 
nutrients in grains are not unique to 
grains while the anti-nutrients in 
grains can compromise health.

The Guide also tells us to “choose 
healthy fats instead of saturated fat.” 
That’s bad advice on two fronts.

First, it implies that all unsaturated 
fats are healthy. The problem is with 
the extraction of oil from industrial 
seeds which are high in polyunsatu-
rated fatty acids (PUFAs). These oils 
are inherently unstable after being 
extracted and isolated. High-PUFA 
vegetable oils such as Canola, Corn, 
Cottonseed and Soybean are heat 
and chemically treated to achieve 
long shelf lives and to hide the odour 
of rancidity. These fats are high in 
Linoleic Acid, a PUFA that, when 
exposed to heat, becomes inflam-
matory and creates oxidative stress 
when incorporated into our body 
structures. High-PUFA vegetable 
oils are ubiquitous in Canada because 
they are cheap to produce, so they 
appear in a vast array of processed 
foods going way beyond salad dress-
ings and margarines. Thanks to our 

reliance on these 
oils, the modern 

industrial 
diet contains 
excessive 
amounts of 
Linoleic Acid.

Second, 
there is no 

hard evidence 
that saturated fat is 

unhealthy in the context of 
a diet based on whole natural foods. 
Saturated fats serve critical roles in 
the human body. Half of our cell 
membrane structures are composed 
of the stuff. It is a fantastic source 
of energy- why else would we store 
excess carbohydrates as saturated 
body fat? Saturated fat was prized 
in traditional cultures while disor-
ders like diabetes, heart disease, 
arthritis and obesity were rare until 
fairly recently. 

The latest edition of Canada’s 
Food Guide backs away from the 
interests of food producers such as 
meat and dairy, and in particular 
shuns processed foods such as fruit 
juices, which are good moves. Un-
fortunately the Guide’s information 
on fats and grains does not seem 
to reflect current knowledge but 
instead appears to be based on out-
dated, biased, flawed and scandal-
ous research. The overwhelming 
evidence favouring consumption of 
traditional fatty foods over grains 
has been out there in plain view for 
long enough that government food 
guidelines around the world are 
losing credibility. This may be our 
only hope in dealing with the rate 
of obesity and non-communicable 
diseases among people today.
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Time Zone is PST Units are feet
Wed 01 May 3:56 9.9H 10:18 5.4L 16:22 8.4H 21:51 6.0L
Thu 02 May 4:14 9.7H 10:41 4.6L 17:14 8.8H 22:29 6.4L
Fri 03 May 4:30 9.6H 11:05 3.8L 18:02 9.2H 23:06 6.9L
Sat 04 May 4:46 9.6H 11:31 3.0L 18:47 9.7H 23:44 7.4L
Sun 05 May 5:01 9.6H 12:01 2.2L 19:34 10.1H
Mon 06 May 0:28 7.9L 5:19 9.6H 12:36 1.7L 20:23 10.4H
Tue 07 May 1:18 8.3L 5:41 9.6H 13:15 1.3L 21:16 10.7H
Wed 08 May 2:16 8.7L 6:07 9.6H 13:58 1.2L 22:11 10.9H
Thu 09 May 3:25 9.0L 6:39 9.4H 14:45 1.3L 23:09 11.1H
Fri 10 May 4:49 8.9L 7:18 9.2H 15:36 1.7L
Sat 11 May 0:05 11.1H 6:19 8.6L 8:14 8.7H 16:33 2.3L
Sun 12 May 0:55 11.2H 7:29 7.9L 9:54 8.1H 17:35 3.1L
Mon 13 May 1:39 11.1H 8:17 7.0L 12:12 7.7H 18:40 4.0L
Tue 14 May 2:17 11.1H 8:58 5.8L 14:09 7.9H 19:45 5.0L
Wed 15 May 2:51 11.0H 9:36 4.6L 15:43 8.4H 20:46 5.9L
Thu 16 May 3:21 11.0H 10:13 3.5L 16:59 9.1H 21:43 6.7L
Fri 17 May 3:49 10.9H 10:49 2.5L 18:02 9.7H 22:38 7.5L
Sat 18 May 4:16 10.7H 11:26 1.8L 18:58 10.3H 23:34 8.1L
Sun 19 May 4:41 10.5H 12:02 1.3L 19:50 10.8H
Mon 20 May 0:33 8.6L 5:07 10.2H 12:40 1.1L 20:41 11.1H
Tue 21 May 1:39 8.9L 5:32 9.9H 13:19 1.2L 21:31 11.2H
Wed 22 May 2:52 9.0L 5:58 9.5H 14:00 1.6L 22:22 11.3H
Thu 23 May 4:13 8.9L 6:24 9.1H 14:43 2.1L 23:11 11.2H
Fri 24 May 5:42 8.6L 6:49 8.6H 15:28 2.8L 23:59 11.1H
Sat 25 May 16:16 3.5L
Sun 26 May 0:42 10.9H 8:02 7.5L 9:17 7.5H 17:09 4.4L
Mon 27 May 1:20 10.7H 8:25 6.8L 11:52 7.2H 18:07 5.2L
Tue 28 May 1:51 10.5H 8:50 6.0L 13:52 7.3H 19:08 6.0L
Wed 29 May 2:16 10.2H 9:15 5.2L 15:28 7.8H 20:06 6.7L
Thu 30 May 2:37 10.1H 9:40 4.3L 16:37 8.4H 20:59 7.3L
Fri 31 May 2:55 9.9H 10:04 3.3L 17:30 9.0H 21:48 7.8L
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Tidal Heights at Fulford Harbour, British Columbia

Finances
Legacy or windfall

The first big 
transfer of 

wealth is begin-
ning to happen. 
As baby boomers
near the pearly 
gates, there are 
many adult 
children awaiting
the proceeds of 
the estate.

Have you 
had a conversa-
tion with your 
kids about what 
you would like 
to see happen 
with your estate? 
What possibilities 

could be achieved with the wealth you have created? 
What are your kids’ habits like? Are they good savers or 
spendthrifts? Are your kids in line with your vision, or 
are they test driving Maseratis? Consider how your own 
life might be impacted with the expectation of 1 Million 
dollars coming your way?

Your estate has taken a lifetime to accumulate. It is 
also at a point in time when compound interest is having
its greatest effect.

Einstein believed that compound interest was the 
eighth wonder of the world. It might be worthwhile 
talking about its potential when discussing the vision of 
your estate.

Money can lift a family up if handled with good 
stewardship, or it can divide a family members 
beyond repair.

The impact of the anticipated inheritance, should 
not be underestimated. Put yourself in your children 
shoes. You most likely did not receive the kind of 
money they stand to inherit.

Although this might sound like a “first world 
problem, woe is me “type of situation, living a life with 
the expectation of receiving a large sum of money, can 
be terribly detrimental to an individual. It can give rise 
to an over-leveraged lifestyle and a lack of interest in 
creating wealth for themselves.

On top of this, it appears that the direction of the 
younger generation is to borrow and enjoy now, as 
opposed to the save first and enjoy later. Paying off the 
mortgage with a sudden lump sum of money would be 
great, but including future generations in a legacy plan, 
carries a lot more weight.

Capture the power of your money by transferring 
your estate to your kids with a clear vision and an open 
discussion of the impact it can have on your family tree.
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$1,595,000
6627 Westcott Rd., Duncan

Magnificent country estate set on 30.15 
sprawling acres with park-like forest and 
walking trails. First time on the market, this 
gorgeous property could be your perfect 
oasis of peace and tranquility. Immaculate 
3,549 sq. ft. residence, covered RV parking, 
double garage, large barn, separate building.

2485 Staghorn Rd., Duncan
Rural living at its best! Perfect hobby farm 
on 4.37 sunny acres, fenced and cross fenced. 
Charming 2,366 sq. ft. home with superb 
mountain views. Lovely orchard with fruit 
trees, veggie garden, double garage, barn, 
chicken coop, RV parking. Located only 
minutes to Duncan & Cowichan Golf Course. 

$599,000$1,498,000
6375 Somenos Rd., Duncan

Exuding sophisticated elegance and charm, 
this gated 5 bed, 6 bath residence enjoys great 
privacy and sites on 10.32 sprawling acres with 
lovely pastoral and mountain views. Exquisite 
property with expansive lawns, fountain and 
gorgeous landscaping would be excellent for 
small agricultural business or equestrian estate.

$1,095,000
Lot 1 Beachfront Cres., Mill Bay

World-Class Oceanfront! Arguably one of the 
most spectacular oceanfront properties on 
Vancouver Island offers 2.5 acres with sunny 
southern exposure, breathtaking ocean and 
mountain views and walk-on pebble beach. 
The moment you enter the property you 
feel like you stepped into a magical world!
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